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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document is the final report of the part of the Programme for Harmonised Air
Traffic Management Research in EUROCONTROL (PHARE) Demonstration 3 project
and the PHARE Demonstration 3 Continuation Trial that were performed by the Na-
tional Aerospace Laboratory (NLR). These two projects were so closely related that it
has been decided to combine their final reports into one document. The reader is pre-
sented with an overview of the history of both projects, their main achievements and
of course an analysis of the outcome. Some parts of this document may require
knowledge gained from other PHARE reports or from participation in the programme.
PHARE Demonstration 3 (PD/3) was the last in a series of large-scale real-time
simulations to demonstrate the feasibility and merits of a future air-ground integrated
ATM concept. The PD/3 project started at the end of 1993. Although initially foreseen
as a co-operation between the Centre d’Etudes de la Navigation Aérienne (CENA) of
France and the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) of the Netherlands, the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC) joined in from the start. This document
is therefore part of a series of reports including the final reports from these other es-
tablishments.

Figure 1: PD/3 on the NLR ATC Research Simulator (NARSIM)

The experiments that have been performed by NLR in the context of PD/3 focussed
on the interaction and integration of en-route traffic management with arrival man-
agement in an Extended Terminal Manoeuvring Area (ETMA). Between early 1997
and late 1998 three series of experiments took place at NLR. For various reasons
these experiments did not lead to quantified results. Nevertheless, they led to the
definition of a mature operational concept for integrated 4D ATM in an extended ter-
minal area.
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The lack of a proper Ground Human Machine Interface (GHMI) caused the original
main PD/3 trials that were planned to take place by mid 1998 to result only in demon-
strations with the so-called baseline. This was the reference against which the merits
of the advanced concept would be measured.
The PD/3 continuation trial (PD/3 CT) that was organised directly afterwards to build
the lacking GHMI and perform the measured trials with the advanced concept was
stopped at the pilot trials because of insufficient funding to continue. The pilot trials
were then converted into public demonstrations of a working system that has so far
not been subject to measurements.
The operational concept that NLR demonstrated at the end of its PD/3 work is based
on the following components:
• A known trajectory environment where pilots of properly equipped aircraft can 'ne-

gotiate' their preferred trajectory via data-link with the controller.
• A layered planning environment where flight planning is gradually refined and

sector planning controllers have a more important role in eliminating planning
conflicts for a sector. Conflict resolution remains an ATC responsibility.

• The implementation of User Preferred Trajectories from SID exit to STAR entry
(i.e. no route network except for SIDs and STARs).

• Advanced ATM tools support for conflict detection and resolution and for arrival
scheduling.

• System supported co-ordination between sectors and centres where co-ordination
is only done by exception.

• Silent hand-over of equipped aircraft via data-link.

• Reduced Vertical Separation Minima.
• Early arrival scheduling by dissemination of scheduled times of arrival via ground-

ground co-ordination and air-ground negotiation.
It is concluded that in spite of not having reached formally measured trials, the con-
cept has matured significantly. Proper validation through measured trials would be the
final step. Many lessons were also learned on the preparation and conduct of large-
scale real time ATM validation exercises. Now, after the PD/3 continuation trial, the
NLR ATC Research Simulator is capable of performing these simulations with the ad-
vanced PHARE concept. It can also be modified to investigate other concepts. Many
lessons were also learned on the validation of ATM concepts and systems.

Many of the lessons of PD/3 and the knowledge gained are being and will be used
further to the benefit of the transition to the European Air Traffic Management System
of 2015 and beyond. Whereas it is not expected that by 2015 the exact PD/3 concept
will be in operation, it is anticipated that the unprecedented work of PHARE will serve
as a guiding light for ATM developments over the next decade.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. SCOPE

This is the final report of the part of the Programme for Harmonised Air Traffic Man-
agement Research in EUROCONTROL (PHARE) Demonstration 3 (PD/3) trial that
was performed at the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) of The Netherlands. It in-
cludes also the final reporting of the closely linked NLR PD/3 Continuation Trial (PD/3
CT) that immediately succeeded PD/3 at NLR.
PD/3 was a joint programme of the PHARE partners, hosted by the EUROCONTROL
Experimental Centre (EEC), NLR and the Centre d'Études de la Navigation Aérienne
(CENA), and with significant contribution from National Air Traffic Services (NATS) and
Deutsche Forschungsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR).
This report is the fourth volume of a series of four reports that together describe the
overall PD/3 project. The first volume is in principle a synthesis of the project partner's
individual reports the second volume concerns the report from CENA and the third vol-
ume concerns the report from the EEC.
This report aims to be the final description of the work that has been carried out be-
tween 1994 and 1998 at the NLR, as part of the PD/3 project. Not only does it describe
the final results of the project, but it also intends to give an overview of the process
that led to this result. As such, some of the information contained herein may only be
fully understood by those people that have dealt directly with this project. This informa-
tion is put as much as possible in the annexes.
This report is publicly available outside the PHARE community and aims to be self
contained. Some duplication may therefore exist with the other volumes of the final
PD/3 report.

1.2. CONTEXT

Today's ATC system is at times unable to handle the demands made upon it. Further-
more, EUROCONTROL traffic growth scenarios, based on a 1995 reference, consider
in establishing strategic capacity objectives for EATMS that an increase of 45% might
be expected in 2005 and 154% in 2020. Restrictions imposed to safeguard the system
from overload often lead to delays during peak periods. In less busy areas the required
capacity goals can be achieved by the well-proven technology and procedures that
represent "best current practice". However, in the busier areas the scope for increasing
capacity through existing ATC methods and technology is limited. Although improve-
ments in the existing methods and technologies must be pursued, changes in the
technology and processes of ATC must also be envisaged if capacity and productivity
gains are to be secured.
The main limiting factor in the present ATC system is the capacity of the controller and
hence a means must be found by which the controller can be enabled to handle a
larger number of aircraft in a given airspace without significant increase in workload.
This will have to be achieved whilst maintaining or improving system safety.
To evaluate the performance of new concepts taking advantage of enhanced tech-
nologies, a series of real time simulations entitled "PHARE Demonstrations" has been
executed in which the proposed options have been compared and as a result of which
recommendations are made for the future European ATM system.
The Programme for Harmonised ATM Research in EUROCONTROL (PHARE) was a
collaborative research programme within Europe directed to Air Traffic Management.
The objective of PHARE was to organise, co-ordinate and conduct studies and ex-
periments aimed at proving and demonstrating the feasibility and merits of a future air-
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ground integrated air traffic management system in all phases of flight. The pro-
gramme was started in 1989 and finished in the beginning of 1999. The cost over 10
years has been approximately 92 MECU of which about 50% was funded from
EUROCONTROL Agency Headquarters research budget, mostly in the framework of
the European ATM Harmonisation and Implementation programme (EATCHIP{ XE
"EATCHIP" }).
In the planning and execution of PHARE, a number of European research establish-
ments, assisted by the authorities concerned, decided to combine their ATC and aero-
nautics experience and resources to enable a comprehensive and co-ordinated re-
search effort to be mounted, building on existing in-house research programmes.
The participants in PHARE were: CAA/NATS, UK; STNA and CENA, France; DFS and
DLR, Germany; RLD/LVB and NLR, The Netherlands; EUROCONTROL Agency
Headquarters, Brussels and EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre (EEC) Brétigny,
France.
The Commission of the European Communities participated in and supported PHARE.
The FAA and Transport Canada were co-operating within the frame of relevant
agreements.
Italy (ENAV/SICTA) and Spain (AENA) participated as observers in the PHARE Man-
agement Board.
It was decided early in the Programme life, that all work would be directed towards
performing a coherent series of 4 large scale real time simulation trials (called “PHARE
demonstrations” or PDs) showing the merits of an advanced ATM system comprising
air/ground integrated ATC tools and procedures. In 1994 the number was reduced to 3
and the end date of the programme was set at 31 December 1998.
The term Demonstration is used in the context of PHARE to describe a large-scale
validation activity, comprising integrated ground system, air system and air-ground
data link facilities. A Demonstration is the last step in a validation process consisting of
functional testing, basic evaluation of individual tools and partial validation of subsys-
tems of increasing complexity.
The two first Demonstrations PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } and PD/2{ XE "PD/2" } concentrated
on the air and ground systems available in the 2000 time scale and address en-route
and TMA research issues separately, using current controller working methods.
PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } and PD/2{ XE "PD/2" } investigated the provision of automated as-
sistance to both the Planning and Tactical Controllers and the application of data-link
for air to ground communication. The provision of automated assistance to the con-
trollers will support them in the resolution of conflicts and in planning the efficient use
of the airspace. The introduction of data-link to communicate between the airborne
systems and ground environment is expected to remove some of the communication
load from the controller, to enable the use of onboard data to improve the precision of
the ground system's aircraft model for trajectory and conflict prediction, and in addition
a limited exchange of trajectory data.
PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } and PD/2{ XE "PD/2" } provided a first step in the process of intro-
ducing automated tools and data-link facility within an advanced ATC and airborne en-
vironment and of obtaining the controllers' reactions. The results of PD/1 and PD/2
have provided inputs to following PHARE Demonstration as well as helped to refine
the techniques used in measurement and analysis of the results.
PD/3 concentrated on the air and ground systems available in the 2005-2015 time
scale and addressed the influence of different controller working methods. It brought
together the en-route and Extended TMA results, extending the work to encompass a
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series of full multi-sector/multi-centre demonstrations. PD/3 proposes a set of operat-
ing procedures based on the results obtained through the program.
The set of multi-sector/multi-centre demonstrations has been defined in a plural-site
environment, where each site’s demonstration was part of a coherent validation plan
elaborated in co-operation with the PHARE VAL project.

1.3. REPORT STRUCTURE

The report is divided into the following sections and detailed appendices:
Section 2 provides a brief description of the project's objectives. It also covers similar
aspects of the PD/3 continuation project (PD/3 CT) that was run at NLR immediately
after PD/3.
Section 3 discusses the operational developments that took place during the lifetime of
the PD/3 project, up to and including the PD/3 CT. A detailed description of the final
operational concept and scenario deployed in the PD/3 Continuation Trial can be
found in [7].
Section 4 describes the system developments and related issues concerning the build
up of the NLR Air Traffic Control Research Simulator (NARSIM{ XE "NARSIM" }) for
PD/3.
In section 5 the demonstrations that have been given with the PD/3 system are briefly
described.

Section 6 presents the results that were obtained by the NLR PD/3 project.
Section 7 discusses the results in relation to the original objectives and summarises
the conclusions that can be drawn from the conduct of the PD/3 project as a whole and
the PD/3 project at NLR in particular.
The report is concluded with recommendations in section 8.
Note: This document aims not to differentiate between men and women. However, in
order to prevent a repetition of “he/she” clauses, the decision has been made to use
only “he” to refer to persons of either gender.
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2. PROJECT DESCRIPTION

This chapter presents the project definition of both the PD/3 project and the PD/3 Con-
tinuation Trial. After the originally planned PD/3 project finished with a failure to simu-
late the advanced operational concept that had been developed, the PD/3 Continua-
tion Trial was started at NLR to complete the job.

2.1. PD/3 PROJECT

2.1.1. Project objectives

Two general objectives were defined for the PD/3 project as a whole:
• Validation of the EATCHIP { XE "EATCHIP" } concepts

• Partial definition of future European Air Traffic Management System con-
cepts

Derived from this the three specific objectives of the large scale PHARE dem-
onstration 3 project were to:
• Provide evaluation of a future ATM concept for the time period 2005 - 2015,

which supports the transitional introduction of 4D and Data-link equipped
aircraft, by combining the following functional elements:

- Multi-Sector Planning
- Air-Ground integration
- Traffic Organisation
while keeping the man in the loop.

• Keep the man in the loop by following a « Human Centred Approach » with
the introduction of new tools to support the controllers in the environment
characterised by the above mentioned functional elements.

• Evaluate the feasibility to progressively introduce this new ATM concept.
PD/3 constituted a further step towards the validation of a long-term air-ground
integration concept, but more specifically concentrated on the validation of the
medium term systems where the controller remains a key control element.
PD/3 was the first multi-sector, multi-centre demonstration that involved a num-
ber of research centres' ground and airborne facilities with the expected func-
tionality associated with application time scale 2005-2015. It was hosted by
CENA at Athis-Mons, by EEC at Brétigny and by NLR at Amsterdam, where lo-
cal demonstrations that aimed at evaluating different and complementary sides
of the concept were performed in a co-ordinated way.
PD/3 was expected to meet two different sets of objectives: first a set com-
posed of operational objectives, and secondly a set of "collaboration" ob-
jectives.
The defined operational objectives concern the demonstration of the feasibil-
ity of the PD/3 operational philosophy in accordance with the way the foreseen
enhanced CNS technologies or automation capabilities can be used and inte-
grated to support it. They covered:

• The en-route environment

• The extended TMA (ETMA) environment

• The integration of the en-route and ETMA concepts
• The use of data link applications through PATN{ XE "PATN" }
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For the En-Route environment PD/3 intended to demonstrate the capacity and
productivity benefits of the core PD/3 operational philosophy, i.e. the traffic or-
ganisation planning philosophy, including the following and progressive ATC
enhancements:
• Introduction of advanced assistance tools aiming at organising the traffic in

a « human-in-the-loop » philosophy;
• Introduction of multi-sector planning optimising the way the traffic is organ-

ised at a scale larger than the traditional sector{ XE "sector" };
• Introduction of 4D trajectory negotiation and 4D planning in a multi-sector

environment (some issues concerning for example the mode of co-
operation between air and ground, the role of the aircraft and the pilot in the
future ATM concept, or the controller or pilot HMI are covered by this).

In a similar way for the ETMA environment PD/3 intended to cover the experi-
mental domains related to the traffic organisation planning philosophy with the
following ATC enhancements:

• introduction of advanced assistance tools;
• introduction of planning functions including the Arrival and Departure Man-

ager tools;

• introduction of 4D trajectory negotiation and planning.
One important aspect of PD/3 concerned the integration of the en-route and
ETMA concepts with the demonstration of a planning function supporting the
transition between the en-route and TMA flight phases.
The defined collaboration objectives were to:

• Demonstrate the capability for a group of ATC research establishments in
Europe to join their skills and efforts to specify, design and implement
common demonstration environments based upon a standardised archi-
tecture and integrating the components developed under other PHARE
projects;

• Demonstrate the feasibility to elaborate and run large co-ordinated demon-
strations taking advantage of the facilities available in the various estab-
lishments.

The results that were expected from PD/3 can be summarised as follows:
• the demonstrated feasibility of introducing multi-sector planning in associa-

tion with 4D trajectory negotiation, and hence of the traffic organisation
planning philosophy, in en-route and ETMA environments;

• the validated compatibility of the retained controller - automated system in-
tegration options with the traffic organisation planning philosophy;

• the validated compatibility of the pilot - automated system integration op-
tions with the operational concept;

• the validated interface between the various en-route and ETMA modes of
operations and planning tools;

• the assessed and compared quality and performance (e.g. capacity gain
and relative controller workload reduction), the potentialities and drawbacks
of the different concepts and associated tools;

• the proposed directions and improvements for further experiments and
demonstrations;
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• the experience gained from the co-operation of several European ATM re-
search establishments;

• the availability at the PHARE establishments of simulation facilities sup-
porting further research into and validation of ATM concepts for EATMS {
XE "EATMS" }.

2.2. PD/3 CONTINUATION PROJECT

Directly after the completion of the originally planned experiments of PD/3 at NLR an
assessment was started to look at the minimum effort required to get the advanced
system running. The principal question was how the GHMI could be developed. De-
pending further on a delivery by the EEC was impossible. So was a complete devel-
opment from scratch. A quick but thorough study revealed that it would be possible to
develop advanced GHMI software on the basis of the PD/1 GHMI that had also been
used for the baseline system. So the PD/3 Continuation Trial at NLR was started. Be-
tween August and October 1998 the NLR team, together with support from DERA,
modified the PD/1 GHMI to become a working PD/3 GHMI. Some differences with the
original PD/3 GHMI specification were accepted.

2.2.1. Project objectives

The objective of the PD/3 Continuation Trial at NLR was to come to an evalua-
tion of an advanced operational concept that was based on that of PD/3. Given
the fact that PD/3 had resulted in the availability of an advanced ATM simula-
tion platform at NLR that only lacked an appropriate GHMI{ XE "GHMI" }, it was
considered worthwhile to spent a limited amount of extra money to get to a real
measured exercise and quantify the benefits of the advanced operational con-
cept.

2.2.2. Project definition

The detailed project definition has been laid down in reference [13]. The ap-
proach to setting up the experiment was similar to the way in which NLR had
approached these experiments so far. After building the required simulation fa-
cility, a system integration test would be performed. It would be followed by an
adaptation of the system. Subsequently a pilot trial would be performed to ver-
ify the operational usability of the system for these experiments. After final
modifications, the main experiments would be performed.
The major difference with e.g. the final PD/3 experiments was that the number
of simulations that was planned for the continuation experiment was differently
organised into one 4-week session in which the first week would be used for
training.

2.2.3. Realisation

The development of the advanced GHMI{ XE "GHMI" }, on the basis of the
PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } GHMI and some other pieces of software, was performed
without major problems. The target completion date was easily made.
However, when approaching this date it became apparent that
EUROCONTROL would not have sufficient funding for phase two of the proj-
ect.  The plan was then altered to finish with a public demonstration in Novem-
ber. This change anticipated that phase two would not be started. It would
however at least result in some exposure of the PHARE operational ideas to
the ATM public. There was also a risk involved in this option in that a public
demonstration would be given with a system that had not run a pilot trial.
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Further details about the public demonstrations can be found in section 5
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3. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

In this section a description is given of the developments of the PD/3 operational con-
cept. The intention is to describe how the operational concept evolved over the dura-
tion of the project.

3.1. PHARE MEDIUM TERM SCENARIO 2000 TO 2015

Shortly after the beginning of the PHARE programme, a document was written called
“PHARE Medium Term Scenario 2000 to 2015” [1]. It contained the first operational
scenario description of the PHARE programme. This description was actually a very
high level operational concept description, which had insufficient detail to be used for
the implementation of an ATM concept simulation system. It did set however the direc-
tion in which the PHARE operational concept was subsequently developed.
The key elements described in this document can be summarised as follows:
• A change to a more pro-active environment in which most of the foreseen planning

conflicts are eliminated well before they actually become conflicts.
• The use of data-link between aircraft and ground centres and in-between ground

centres to dynamically exchange flight planning updates and other data.
• The accurate 4D planning of trajectories by suitably equipped aircraft and by the

ATC ground system.

• The use of advanced ATM tools to support the air traffic controllers in their work.
• The application of a layered planning approach, where planning is gradually refined

and optimised.

• The use of electronic means to co-ordinate between sector{ XE "sector" }s
• The use of an advanced Ground Human Machine Interface (GHMI{ XE "GHMI" })

that eliminates the need for paper strips.

3.2. PD/3 OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

The PD/3 Operational Concept was first described in the PD/3 Pre-Operational Speci-
fication [1] in June 1994. As part of the project definition steps, this description was
further refined by the PD/3 Operational Task Force (OTF) to become the PD/3 Dem-
onstration Operational Specification [4] which was finalised by March 1995. This final
description contained three so-called operational organisations, a baseline, an organi-
sation 1 and an organisation 2. Each of them is described below in more detail. In
PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } a similar set-up had been defined in order to represent a progres-
sive change in the ATM operational concept. Setting up a simulation schedule, in
which each of these organisations would be investigated in comparable circum-
stances, allowed analysing the operational benefits, which could be expected for each
concept. In PD/3 however, these three concepts represented more the operational in-
terests that each of the main partners had in the project.

3.3. PD/3 OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS

After the OTF had produced the PD/3 Demonstration Operational Specification, it had
to detail the PD/3 Operational Scenarios (see [5] and [6]). The Demonstration Opera-
tional Specification was at a too high level to be used for development of the PD/3
simulation system. Many aspects of the interaction between the controllers and the
ATC system were just not specified in enough detail. Writing on the Operational Sce-
narios began early 1995. The first target was to write the Initial Operational Scenarios
Document (PD/3 IOSD, [3]). In September 1995 the first version of this document was
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delivered to the PD/3 CG. Each of the partners had mostly provided input to the de-
scription of the organisation it was most interested in. The descriptions were therefore
not really balanced.
In the 1995 re-assessment of the project the feasibility of success was considered low,
given the set-up and status of the project. It was then decided to reduce the opera-
tional scenarios from three to two, where the advanced scenario should contain ele-
ments from Organisation 0, 1 and 2 of the PD/3 OCD. This was of course a political
decision rather than an operational decision. In addition a whole new baseline scenario
had to be developed. Around early 1996, the OTF was mostly trying to integrate the
three organisations and overcome the related political issues. Too little time was actu-
ally spent on the baseline scenario.

3.4. NLR IOCP{ XE "IOCP" } SCENARIOS

For the execution of the Internal Operational Clarification Project at NLR an opera-
tional scenario was also required. In principle the advanced scenario was a sub-set of
the advanced scenario that the OTF had defined for PD/3. The baseline was supposed
to be a no-tools system, close to today’s systems, which aimed to mimic the actual op-
erations at Schiphol.
Since there was no advanced PATs Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" }
available yet the advanced scenario was based on the use of a basic arrival scheduler
that was developed specifically at NLR. The intention was to investigate the issues re-
lated to the interaction between arrival management and en-route traffic handling.
More details can be found in the IOCP report [22].

3.5. NLR PD/3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO

In the NLR PD/3 final demonstration that took place in May 1998 only the baseline
system was available. Due to a lack of a working GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } the advanced
system could not be run.
The baseline scenario was based on the same environment as the envisaged ad-
vanced scenario. The only difference with the PD/3 CT environment was that only one
tactical controller was foreseen for the TMA, which was supposed to be a feeder role.

3.6. NLR PD/3 CONTINUATION SCENARIO

When it was decided to follow-up the NLR final PD/3 trial with the PD/3 Continuation
Trial (PD/3CT), it was also decided to make a number of changes to the advanced
PD/3 operational scenarios. The baseline organisation that was supposed to be used
was the same as for the PD/3 final demonstration.
As a further development of the PD/3 advanced organisation, the philosophy of the
PD/3CT advanced organisation was based on the same principles:
With the continuing growth in air traffic demand, and the diminishing return of splitting
air traffic control sectors in smaller ones, it was foreseen that controller workload would
become a major limiting factor for ATM system capacity.
An essential element of controller workload is related to the detection and resolution of
potential conflicts. With the current operations, accurate planning over more than a few
minutes is not possible since flight execution is an open-loop process without feedback
from trajectory planning.
The basis of the concept is to close the planning loop. This is done by generating an
accurate trajectory prediction for every flight. For future aircraft that have data-link and
an advanced 4D Flight Management System (4D FMS), the prediction can be made
onboard the aircraft itself and then downlinked to the ATC system. For other aircraft
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the ground system will make this prediction by using the Trajectory Predictor{ XE
"PATS:Trajectory Predictor" } tool.
These predictions will be based on a set of so-called constraints that describe the
freedom that is available in all four dimensions to execute the flight. The data-link ne-
gotiation process that exchanges these constraints and the resulting trajectories is
supported by the Negotiation Manager{ XE "PATS:Negotiation Manager" } tool.
Once a prediction has been made it is the basis for the further execution of the flight.
When the trajectory is also negotiated with the aircrew, the 4D FMS will accurately
guide the aircraft along the planned trajectory.
For every flight that has a detailed trajectory prediction, the advanced Conflict Probe{
XE "PATS:Conflict Probe" } tool in the ATC system will be able to detect potential con-
flicts with other predicted trajectories.
Another advanced tool, the Problem Solver, will support the air traffic controller in in-
teractively resolving the potential conflict in a planning stage. Every re-planning will
lead to a change in the predicted trajectory of the flight.
The benefits of the PD/3 concept increase as flights follow their predicted trajectory
more accurately. An advanced Flight Path Monitor{ XE "PATS:Flight Path Monitor" }
tool is therefore introduced to support the controllers in monitoring the adherence to
the predicted trajectory. Deviations are reported so that appropriate action can be
taken by the controller team to ensure that flight planning and execution closely match.
For aircraft that do not have data-link equipment, the planned trajectory is only avail-
able in the ATC system since R/T is not suitable to transfer the whole trajectory at
once. The ATC system will therefore advise the air traffic controller on clearances that
are required to keep the flight as close as possible to its planning.
In order to increase flight efficiency and to increase system capacity, the concept in-
cludes the use of User Preferred Trajectories. This allows operators to select their op-
timal flight profiles and routes and, with the process described above, negotiate them
via data-link with ATC. There is no need to follow any standard route network. As a
consequence, crossing of sector boundaries will no longer occur at fixed waypoints
and at flight levels that follow relevant letters of agreement. The PHARE advanced
ATC support tools will allow the planning controller to plan the flight across the whole
sector. In order to support the controllers in the co-ordination of plans between sectors,
the Negotiation Manager{ XE "PATS:Negotiation Manager" } tool will indicate when co-
ordination is required and will facilitate the electronic co-ordination process. For aircraft
that have data-link equipment, the Negotiation Manager{ XE "PATS:Negotiation Man-
ager" } will also automatically take care of the sector hand-over process. Only non-
data-link-equipped aircraft will need to be transferred via R/T.
RVSM was introduced for the whole airspace above FL290. In relation to the user
preferred routing and the elimination of constraining factors the notion of a Traffic Ori-
entation Scheme (TOS) was in principle abandoned. However, aircraft entering the
simulation would start at levels that related to the original TOS levels.
The planning of inbound aircraft is supported by an advanced Arrival Manager{ XE
"PATS:Arrival Manager" } tool. It will optimise the arrival sequence for every landing
runway in use.
In order to do so it will use the flight plan information of the aircraft that are still in the
en-route flight phase, or maybe have not taken off yet, as soon as such plans become
available. The tool will automatically allocate a landing runway to each flight, taking
into account a rule base that includes minimum wake vortex separation, minimum fly-
ing distance and any other optimisation rule that is defined. It will also allocate a
scheduled time of arrival (STA) for each of these flights on the basis of the estimated
time of arrival and the available runway slots. This process is automatically updated for
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every flight until it has approached its initial top of descent to within five minutes. The
allocated runway and the STA are distributed across the ATC system to each centre
that will handle the flight. Any subsequent sector planning will aim to comply to these
'constraints' so that convergence is achieved.
When a flight has approached the top of descent to within five minutes its arrival
schedule is frozen. The system will stop its automatic optimisation of the arrival se-
quence for this flight. It is now the responsibility of the arrival sequence planning con-
troller to eliminate any remaining planning conflicts for the Terminal Manoeuvring Area
(TMA), by re-planning trajectories or changing the arrival sequence or runway alloca-
tion.
Finally, upon entry into the TMA, the aircraft is taken under control of the approach
controller who will make sure that the aircraft meets its arrival plan. During the ap-
proach the aircraft will be able to make full use of its optimum descend profile, which
will reduce its contribution to the environmental pollution.
A more detailed description of the operational scenario can be found in [7].
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4. SIMULATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS

4.1. THE PRE-PD/3 NARSIM{ XE "NARSIM" }

The development of the NLR ATC Research Simulator (NARSIM) started around
1988. Over a period of seven years the simulation facility was developed bit by bit, in-
creasing in size and complexity. Initially the system was designed to represent a single
working position. It was mostly used to perform HMI prototyping for the new Schiphol
ATC system. The software was developed almost entirely in Fortran. Very simple tools
existed for data preparation and analysis.
Over the years the system became more and more capable. More controller working
positions were added. But the complexity of the software was also increasing. Soft-
ware maintenance became more and more difficult.

4.2. COMMON MODULAR SIMULATOR

 The main objectives of the Common Modular Simulator project [18] were to:
• Provide a simulation and experimentation environment for new ATM concepts, in

such a way that software components could be identified, produced by individual
participants as required and exchanged between them.

• Improve the flexibility and adaptability of real-time simulators used for experimen-
tation.

• Permit closer collaboration between member establishments and cross fertilisation
of research ideas through the exchange of software components.

The project was expected to deliver two main results as contribution to the other
PHARE projects: standard Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) and an integra-
tion platform.
The process of developing standard APIs was long and difficult. Often the different
views and interests of the participating partners clashed. Nevertheless, a set of stan-
dard APIs was delivered and used. In PD/3 at NLR the various PATS tools that were
integrated in the platform used the CMS{ XE "CMS" } data structures. The implemen-
tation of the interaction mechanisms was however compliant with the NARSIM Client
Server (C/S) middleware (see below).
The integration platform that the CMS { XE "CMS" } project was planned to deliver has
been of less value to PD/3. Due to instability of the interfaces the platform was not
really used to integrate the various PATs before host site integration took place. As a
consequence the PATs were not delivered as a co-operating set and a significant
amount of effort was spent by the NLR integration team to make the tools work to-
gether.

4.3. NARSIM{ XE "NARSIM" } CLIENT SERVER MIDDLEWARE DEVELOPMENT

By 1995 the NARSIM software structure had thus become too complex and too rigid to
support new developments in the field of air-traffic control research. To overcome
these problems the NARSIM software had to be restructured.
The reasons for restructuring the NARSIM software architecture were manifold, but all
boil down to the reduction of the system's complexity. Less complex systems are eas-
ier to understand, easier to expand and easier to maintain. In the old situation it could
take almost a year to get to know the system well enough to integrate new tools, ex-
pansion had become nearly impossible, and most of the NARSIM budget was spent on
maintenance. A new software architecture was required to solve these problems.
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The old `architecture' had slowly evolved by writing more and more programs, which
were glued together with a large block of, shared memory. All the programs had read
and write access to this shared memory and could thus communicate with each other.
Where deemed necessary, other inter-process communication (IPC) mechanisms
such as semaphores, signals, pipes, and sockets (to communicate with display pro-
grams running on different computers) where also used, albeit without a fixed strategy.
The problems with this architecture were that extensive use of shared memory did not
require (or so it was thought) a formal specification of interfaces between programs.
Errors in program X could easily result in anomalous behaviour in program Y. Also the
multitude of other IPC mechanisms made interactions between programs very com-
plex and error prone.
The high-level CMS{ XE "CMS" } (Common Modular Simulator) architecture as defined
in [18] seemed very appropriate to serve as a basis for NARSIM C/S and provided the
additional bonus of being a somewhat de-facto standard for ATC simulators in Europe.
This object-oriented client/server architecture, possibly extended with requirements
and data dictionaries from the PATs (PHARE Advanced Tools) project seemed a good
starting ground to solve our problems.
Of the other simulators that have been studied, some features of the CAER (Computer
Assistance for En-route ATC) system seemed very desirable. Especially the capabili-
ties offered by the CAERbus--reading, writing and subscribing to data—were thought
to be of great value. Also the used data abstraction (a client does not need to know
where the data resides, i.e. which server is managing it) was a very desirable feature.
The CAER architecture itself, however, lacking the flexibility of a true client/server ar-
chitecture, was thought not to be flexible enough to serve as a basis for NARSIM C/S.
The selected client/server architecture is based on parts of several different real-time
systems, including the ATC simulators described above. Other systems from which
ideas have been ``borrowed'' are Amoeba (Ref. [20]), the Internet RPC protocol (Ref.
[19]), and the Common Object Request Broker Architecture CORBA (Ref. [17]).
The basic concept on which the new NARSIM architecture is based is the so-called
client/server architecture. In this architecture the whole system is subdivided into sev-
eral smaller functional units (applications, often also called servers) which communi-
cate using well-defined APIs (Application Program Interfaces). Each server has a spe-
cific task and provides services so that other applications (in this context: clients) can
use the results (output) of that server. To carry out its task, an application (now acting
as a client) may need to use other applications (servers). What makes the client/server
architecture so valuable is that it is easier to manage several small parts individually
than it is to manage the entire system as a whole.
Due to the used client/server architecture it had been possible to subdivide the entire
NARSIM simulator into 20 or so relatively independent subsystems. The complete set
of formal interface specifications describing all the service sets and thus all the inter-
faces between the servers was less than 30 pages of text when the system became
available for PD/3. A typical server uses only a small fraction of the available services,
typically four or five out of the total number of service-sets, making the actual inter-
faces very thin and thus satisfying the modularity requirement.
As each single server contains at most a few thousand lines of code, it is simple
enough so that a single person can fully understand any single server. In combination
with the thin interfaces this makes the system truly modular and thus easy to maintain
and extend.
Before the introduction of the client/server based system, most NARSIM applications
could also communicate with each other, albeit without a general philosophy. Rewriting
the old ad-hoc communications code using the new client/server architecture in-
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creased the capabilities and flexibility, while at the same time reducing the total
amount of code by more than 10,000 lines.
Having restructured most NARSIM modules as servers has proven the validity of the
symmetric client/server concept. Not only is this symmetry a clean concept, practice
shows that its use results in straightforward, easy to understand code.
Finally it has been possible to restrict the alleged overhead introduced by a client-
/server architecture (or by any other abstract interface) to an acceptable level. Running
real-time simulations, the overhead is less than a few percent of the available CPU
and network resources. Realistic simulations involving significant numbers of aircraft
and several controller assistance tools can still run many times faster than real-time.

4.4. MULTI-SITE SIMULATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS

As described before, the initial plans for PD/3 were to develop a multi-site simulation
system by coupling the simulators of the three PD/3 partners. Such a coupling would
affect several elements of the simulation systems, notably the air traffic simulators, the
initial flight plan servers, the data preparation systems, the supervision systems, the
time services etc. The Inter-site Simulation Task Force (ISTF) was tasked to identify all
the related issues and to write down the requirements (see [16])
The configuration finally proposed for the PD/3 demonstration facility by the ISTF is
shown in Figure 2.  There were anticipated to be three separate simulators, one lo-
cated at each of CENA, NLR and the EEC (although CENA might choose to include
two simulators in the configuration).  Each simulator would represent one ATC centre.
It was anticipated that these simulators would be based respectively on DAARWIN,
NARSIM and SIM5+. Each of them would require the integration of a number of tools
(PATs) and data-link capability. Adaptation to CMS{ XE "CMS" } principles and APIs,
and use of PARADISE components should be made in the different sites as appropri-
ate.
An air server component would be required at each of the three sites, with simulation
of air traffic being distributed across the sites. It was assumed that pseudo-pilots would
be co-located with the respective air server.
There would be a number of independent flight simulators, including the NLR Re-
search Flight Simulator (RFS), the EEC Multi Cockpit Simulator (MCS), and perhaps
also a flight simulator at ISTRES. There could also be a number of research aircraft
participating in the simulations, provided by NLR, CAA and DLR.
Communications would be divided into the following main elements:
• operational communications, for air-ground and ground-ground data communica-

tions

• simulation-specific data communications

• voice communications
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Alternative multi-site architectures were not considered to provide sufficient reduction
in risk or complexity to constitute acceptable fallback options.
When the ISTF was in the final stages of preparing this multi-site simulation architec-
ture, the first of three annual PD/3 assessments was about to take place. In the 1995
assessment produced by PD/3 for the PMB, the complexity and the risk of the multi-
site demonstration were already mentioned. Yet PD/3 still intended to go ahead with it.
At a subsequent PMB meeting it was agreed however that the risk involved with a
multi-site simulation with three different platforms was just too big. The decision was
taken to redesign PD/3 to become what was called a ‘plural-site’ demonstration. Each
of the three sites would separately simulate its part of the PD/3 environment. Local
connections could exist between the ATC simulator and flight simulators or research
aircraft. But work on inter-site connections would be discontinued.

Figure 2: The multi-site architecture foreseen by the ISTF

4.5. NLR PD/3 SYSTEM INTEGRATION

The final integration of the NLR PD/3 simulation system depended on a number of
external deliveries by other PHARE projects. These concerned in particular the
PHARE Advanced Tools (PATS), the PHARE Aeronautical Telecommunications Net-
work (PATN) and a suitable GHMI. The next sections briefly present the issues related
to these integration activities.
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4.5.1. PATS Integration

Of the complete PATs tools collection, only a number were finally integrated in
the NLR PD/3 simulator. These were:

• the Trajectory Predictor (TP),

• the Conflict Probe (CP),

• the Flight Path Monitor (FPM),

• the Arrival Manager (AM),

• the Negotiation Manager (NM) and

• the Highly Interactive Problem Solver (HIPS).

Figure 3: PD/3 Advanced system architecture

Integration started in 1995 with encapsulating the Trajectory Predictor, the
heart of the system, in a NARSIM server shell. The TP itself is implemented in
ADA and it uses some very complex data structures. Being derived from the
EFMS, its performance was designed for use onboard the aircraft, where tra-
jectory predictions are made infrequently and a delay of a few seconds is ac-
ceptable. Where initially a lot of integration effort was spent on mapping the
complex data structures to the appropriate NARSIM interfaces, the effort later
shifted to optimising its performance. This led to reductions in the trajectory
prediction time and in the system resources required (mainly memory and
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CPU-time) by up to a factor of five. Additionally, due to the way the Trajectory
Predictor was implemented in the NARSIM platform, it became possible to run
up to ten instances of the Trajectory Predictor across the network, allowing to
provide the various controllers with predicted ‘what-if’ trajectories. Several of
these instances were used by the air traffic generator to generate the 4D tra-
jectories to be flown by the equipped aircraft.
As the Conflict Probe was developed by another team at NLR, close co-
operation was achieved easily and the integration of the Conflict Probe caused
few problems. Nevertheless, as with the Trajectory Predictor, performance be-
came a problem in the full scale PD/3 platform. With a large number of concur-
rently active flight plans in the system, 14 air traffic controllers and some other
PATS tools requiring conflict information, the Conflict Probe could become a
bottleneck in the system. Again, this was solved by using several instances of
the Conflict Probe to serve particular clients.
The Flight Path Monitor that had also been developed at NLR was also easily
integrated. No performance issues were perceived so straightforward single in-
stance integration was sufficient.
Due to its interactive nature, the Highly Interactive Problem Solver needed to
be closely integrated with the Ground Human Machine Interface (GHMI). To
achieve this in PHARE Demonstration 1 (PD/1), every instance of the GHMI
had its own integrated Highly Interactive Problem Solver (the combination of
Problem Solver and its GHMI elements). Since the PD/1 GHMI was in the end
also used as the basis for the advanced GHMI in the PD/3 Continuation Trial
the same architecture was used.
The main problem that arose with the integration and use of the Problem
Solver was the consistency of conflict detection with the Conflict Probe. Initial
lack of consistency was due not only to the different method of conflict detec-
tion in the Problem Solver, but especially to the different behaviour of the
Problem Solver trajectory prediction function compared to the Trajectory Pre-
dictor tool. Given a certain set of constraints, the Trajectory Predictor and the
Problem Solver could generate significantly different trajectories, especially in
the vertical plane.
With support from the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre, where the Prob-
lem Solver had been developed, the Problem Solver internal prediction was
amended to follow the Trajectory Predictor rule base, making the trajectories
predicted by each tool almost identical. The differing conflict detection algo-
rithms that could also cause mismatches were more easily fixed (although not
completely cured) by parameter changes. These changes resulted in greater
consistency of conflict prediction between the Conflict Probe and the Problem
Solver.
With the function of the NM of managing all co-ordination and negotiation ac-
tivities its integration was in the end strongly dependent on the GHMI integra-
tion. As the tool was amongst the last to be fully functionally developed, a part
of its implementation was the result of the integration work at NLR. Because of
its pivoting role the most important objective during its integration was to make
sure that co-ordinations and negotiations were not blocking the further proc-
essing of other functions in the system.
The integration of an arrival management function also started quite early in the
project, since it was one of the key functions necessary for the NLR PD/3 re-
search objectives. While the PHARE AM was initially not functional enough and
its developers were mostly occupied to prepare it for PD/2, NLR initially devel-
oped its own scheduling function with a very simple GHMI. Later this was re-
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placed by the PHARE AM. The results of the NLR IOCP have been used to
generate additional specifications for the required functionality for PD/3. In
close co-operation with NATS, the integration of the final AM version in the
NLR platform saw only few problems.

4.5.2. PATN integration

The integration of the PHARE Aeronautical Telecommunication Network
(PATN) deviated from other integration work in the sense that the PATN soft-
ware was running on its own hardware and 'only' needed to be interfaced with
the simulation system software over the local area network. In order to be in-
dependent from the actual presence and operation of the PATN, it was decided
by the NLR system integration team to use a special data-link server to inter-
face with PATN. If PATN would not be used in an experiment, the D/L-server
would simulate the ATN behaviour in a simplified manner; otherwise it would
act as a gateway to the ATN. This design would also make it possible to use
the ATN to communicate with a live aircraft or a flight simulator while using the
D/L server to simulate ATN behaviour for all the simulated traffic.
For the actual integration of the PATN{ XE "PATN" } system in NARSIM, the
NARSIM C/S middleware was ported to the PATN Sun workstations and used
to define services for the various applications (4D TN, PR, DAP, CPDLC).

4.5.3. GHMI integration

The story of the integration of the PD/3 GHMI is mostly dominated by the de-
velopment history of this software. While there was a GHMI project in PHARE,
it was not tasked with the development of GHMI software. It only developed the
specifications for the GHMI based on the demonstrations operational concepts.
As a consequence the three PD/3 partners needed to develop the GHMI soft-
ware themselves. After the decision was taken to go for a multi-site simulation,
each site developed its own GHMI software. Based on the estimated effort NLR
decided to join EUROCONTROL and adopt the GHMI that they would develop.
NLR would also develop a number of elements. In support of this decision NLR
also bought licenses of the same GHMI development toolkit that EEC was us-
ing. The development of the required GHMI functionality however proved to be
more difficult than foreseen. By mid 1998 when the PD/3 main demonstrations
should have run, the GHMI was not available. This had large consequences for
the experiments, which were reduced to a demonstration of the baseline sys-
tem. The subsequent PD/3 Continuation Trial was specifically set-up to solve
the problems with the GHMI. It was decided to develop a new GHMI at NLR
that was mostly based on the existing PD/1 GHMI. A number of modifications
were made to align it with the PD/3 GHMI specification [21] and to integrate the
latest HIPS version. This GHMI was also integrated with the other tools, in par-
ticular the NM.
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5. EXPERIMENTS

In order to achieve the objectives as described in 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, experiments were
planned for both PD/3 and the PD/3 Continuation Trial.
In the case of the PD/3 project a series of main experiments was planned to take place
in May 1998. These were planned to be preceded by two weeks of so-called pilot trials
in which the readiness of the simulation environment and the various people involved
would be tested. The main trials were planned to consist of five consecutive periods of
two weeks. In each period another international team of air traffic controllers would first
go through one week of training and then one week of measured experiments. For one
of these periods a number of additional trials were planned during which one of NLR's
research aircraft would be coupled to the simulation by means of PATN.
With the problems arising from the development of the GHMI by EEC, the whole series
of experiments was seriously affected. While there was still hope for delivery of the
GHMI, the pilot trials and the first series of experiments were cancelled one after the
other. When it became clear that the GHMI would not be available at all, it was de-
cided to keep the last two-week period as a pilot demonstration of the baseline system
and as a general rehearsal in case new experiments could be organised.
The trials with the research aircraft were performed with a very limited simulation sys-
tem. They nevertheless gave the opportunity to witness for the first time a real trajec-
tory negotiation over an ATN compliant network.

Figure 4: The cockpit of the NLR Citation aircraft with the Airborne Human
Machine Interface

Directly after the end of the PD/3 project an evaluation was performed of the chances
of developing a GHMI for the advanced system within a reasonable period of time and
with limited budget. The opportunity was there because the PD/1 GHMI software was
already integrated in NARSIM and NLR could have the original developers at its dis-
posal. After a positive go-ahead decision, new experiments were planned for early
1999. This time it would be one series of experiments lasting four weeks. The first
week would be dedicated to training and the remaining weeks would be used to per-
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form a series of experiments. Only one international team of controllers would partici-
pate.
While the development of the GHMI was performed according to schedule, it became
apparent in October 1998 that there would be a funding problem for the experiments in
1999. The planned system integration trials in November 1998 were then converted in
to a final public demonstration. Over a period of two weeks a team of fourteen control-
lers from different states visited NLR. Up to the last three days they were trained on
the operational concept and the use of the system. On each of the last three days a
group of about twenty-five visitors from all over Europe visited NLR for a one-day
presentation. With some reservations but mostly with positive feedback the last dem-
onstrations of the PHARE programme were completed.
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6. RESULTS

As indicated before no measured trials have been performed in PD/3 at NLR. During
the continuation trial demonstrations questionnaires were however filled out by the
participating controllers. Since these were not taken in a controlled measurement envi-
ronment and since the number of responses is too small, no significant conclusions
can be drawn. In this chapter a few results are however presented to give an indication
of the feedback of these controllers. The results of the questionnaire will be presented
grouped according to the following topics:

- Training

- Trajectory display

- Operational aspects

- HMI tools and interaction

- Overall system potential

- Experiment schedule and set-up

6.1. TRAINING

Overall the results in this category generally show a requirement for more training on
the system. Average responses for both direct questions on whether training was suffi-
cient were in the “slightly disagree” scale only, but individual answers showed a clear
demand for more training for some controllers.
From the remarks made to questions in the training section criticism concentrated on
too little time for both theoretical and practical getting to know the system. One con-
troller added that a better explanation during these training sessions was also desir-
able. Some controllers, who had experience from earlier PHARE demonstrations,
complained that, although their previous experience helped them in getting familiar
with the system, differences with the “old” system were not always adverted.

6.2. TRAJECTORY DISPLAY

With respect to the trajectory display, a majority of the controllers were convinced that
the trajectory display functionality was useful in resolving conflicts and the colours
used were easy to understand and use. Modifying a trajectory using the tools provided
proved to be difficult for just over half of the controllers. From controller remarks it ap-
pears that non-equipped aircraft deviating from their planned trajectory increased the
workload significantly and that in the TMA planning by trajectory management was dif-
ficult due to the high traffic loads.
The Trajectory Support Tool (TST) turned out to be useful in simplifying co-ordination
and was easy to use for the majority of the controllers. Use of the tool proved to be dif-
ficult for some controllers, in particular because in general it was not clear with whom
they were co-ordinating. In addition, the reason for co-ordinating was not clear for eve-
ryone. In some cases the controller and the system did not agree on the need for co-
ordination.

6.3. OPERATIONAL ASPECTS

In general, the answers in this category show that most controllers managed to handle
the increased traffic with the tools provided but also showed that not everyone felt in
control of the system at all times. Factors contributing to not feeling in control of the
system appeared to be system performance and traffic load. The majority of the con-
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trollers agreed that the simultaneous handling of equipped and non-equipped aircraft
was difficult.
Controllers agreed unanimously to the fact that the ability to use User Preferred Rout-
ing contributed considerably to the perceived increase in systems capacity. In addition
the system allowed the controllers to detect and handle potential problems in this envi-
ronment.
All controllers agreed on the fact that the HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem
Solver" } and conflict probe-based conflict detection algorithms were not always in line,
which caused confusion. This was supported by remarks from several controllers
complaining about inconsistent conflict detection.
The feedback regarding the control of traffic in the TMA was rather diverse and does
not indicate clear trends. Nevertheless it is expected that the application of the concept
in a busy TMA environment needs further attention, in particular concerning the role
and tasks of the tactical controllers.

6.4. HMI TOOLS AND INTERACTION

Most controllers appreciated label colour coding. The planning status of an aircraft was
clear for all but one controller.
Controller opinions on the usefulness of the conflict risk display (CRD) in detecting
planning conflicts were very much divided. The remarks from the controllers indicate
that both the presentation and the quality of the conflict information can be improved.
When accessing flight details, controllers preferred selecting the aircraft label as op-
posed to the Conflict Risk Display or Sector Inbound List (SIL). The SIL was not used
frequently at all, especially in dense traffic conditions (TMA). The information in the
message in/out windows was also not deemed relevant by many controllers. The
HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" } on the other hand was used fre-
quently by the controllers
Despite the significant improvements, the GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } performance, and
thereby the system performance, was still considered a critical issue by most control-
lers.
On the use of the Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" } through the time line
presentation only few reactions have been gathered, which were not very consistent.
There seemed to be some support for the applied method of information presentation
and system interaction. Nevertheless it was also clear that significant further work is
required on this item.

6.5. OVERALL SYSTEM POTENTIAL

The statement that this system would allow controllers to manage 2010-2015 traffic
levels was confirmed by a majority of the controllers. Remarks were made however
quoting issues like the handling of non-equipped traffic, incorporating realistic (longer)
data link delays and the general requirement for more extensive evaluations.
All controllers agreed that a higher percentage of 4D and data-link-equipped aircraft
would increase the system’s performance. On the other hand all controllers agreed
that should non-standard and/or emergency traffic have been simulated, this would
have lowered the maximum traffic capacity shown in the experiment.

6.6. EXPERIMENT SCHEDULE AND SET-UP

Immediately imminent from the controllers’ response is the fact that more instruction
before the simulations was desired. Some controllers added that this instruction should
also identify changes made since previous PHARE trials.
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Despite the full schedule most controllers did not experience the experiment days as
being too long. There could have been more room for discussion however.
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In chapter 2 it has been described what results were expected from the PD/3 project.
The list is repeated here and completed with conclusions about the actually produced
results in NLR's PD/3 project.
Expected Result:  the demonstrated feasibility of introducing multi-sector planning in

association with 4D trajectory negotiation, and hence of the traffic or-
ganisation planning philosophy, in en-route and ETMA environments;

The focus in the NLR experiments was not on multi-sector planning. However the Arri-
val Sequence Planning controller is considered to have a similar role, since this con-
troller has a planning horizon that covers several sectors. In order to assess whether
the result has been achieved we have to look at what 'demonstrated feasibility' means.
Unfortunately, and this is one of the lessons learnt from PD/3, no clear cut criteria have
been set at the beginning of the project to qualify what 'demonstrated feasibility'
means. The NLR PD/3 operational concept has been demonstrated in several real
time simulations involving fourteen controllers at the same time. They were controlling
simulated traffic in a significant and representative airspace, including one major Euro-
pean TMA. Many of the controllers that participated were favourable about the concept
and its implementation. Nevertheless there was also criticism. Unfortunately, no
measurements could be taken to underpin the controller's feedback.
It is probably fair to say that the fact that the controllers could operate the system at
fairly high traffic levels, with realistic schedules and aircraft behaviour, gives some
confidence that a first level of demonstrating the feasibility has been achieved. Full
confidence can of course only be achieved if the system would be operated with live
data. From the comments of the controllers and the known limitations of the current
implementation of the concept this stage is still far away.
Expected Result:  the validated compatibility of the retained controller - automated

system integration options with the traffic organisation planning phi-
losophy;

The interaction between the air traffic controllers and the automated system in NLR's
Continuation Trial were to some extent quite different from what was anticipated and
specified earlier in the project. The principles of interaction were still the same but the
role of the system was stronger. Again, there were no clear criteria for confirming this
expected result and its definition makes it very difficult to present a clear answer. The
observations of the PD/3 Continuation Trial led however to the conclusion that the in-
teraction between the controllers and the system was supporting the traffic organisa-
tion and management tasks that were given to the controller.
Expected Result:  the validated compatibility of the pilot - automated system integration

options with the operational concept;
Over the whole of the PHARE programme the airborne HMI has been rather under-
emphasised. There was also no real study into cockpit procedures for operation under
this concept. And there were no experiments of the PD/3 CT concept that involved live
aircraft or real cockpit simulators. The conclusion is therefore that this result has not
been achieved. Detail about the airborne studies can be found in ref. [35].
Expected Result:  the validated interface between the various en-route and ETMA

modes of operations and planning tools;
This was the main topic of research of the NLR PD/3 project. The interaction between
ETMA and en-route sectors was designed to be minimised by using the management
and distribution of system plans to perform implicit co-ordination. The arrival manager
tool assigned scheduled times of arrival to inbound aircraft that were still in the en-
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route airspace. These times were set as constraints on the planned trajectory and
picked-up by every subsequent planning in the en-route sector. This resulted in the
noticeable effect of a more controlled flow of traffic into the TMA, without requiring ex-
tensive co-ordination between TMA and en-route and without additional action by the
en-route controllers. Even with substantially higher traffic loads than today, there was
little need for traffic to go into a hold. As aircraft started earlier to anticipate for their
scheduled time of arrival disturbances also caused less 'ripple effect'. It could still be
observed however that some changes in the planned arrival sequence affected multi-
ple aircraft and resulted in several trajectory negotiations being initiated. More study
will certainly be required to assess these effects, especially their stability and the re-
quirements that they will create on data-link capabilities. With the achieved consis-
tency of operations across en-route and ETMA boundaries the conclusion is that the
expected result has been achieved to a large extent. It is nevertheless recommendable
to perform a measured assessment of this result.
Expected Result:  the assessed and compared quality and performance (e.g. capacity

gain and relative controller workload reduction), the potentialities and
drawbacks of the different concepts and associated tools;

This result is in fact the body of this document. Since no measured experiments have
been performed with the advanced concept there are however no quantitative results
on this topic. The conclusion can be summarised by the statement that there are
strong indications that the demonstrated concept will allow controllers to handle signifi-
cantly more traffic than nowadays while maintaining an acceptable overall workload.
The airlines are likely to receive a better quality of service since they can fly their user
preferred routes from SID exit to STAR entry with minimal intervention. The advanced
ATC support tools play an important role in achieving this.
Expected Result:  the proposed directions and improvements for further experiments

and demonstrations;

These are presented in the next chapter.
Expected Result:  the experience gained from the co-operation of several European

ATM research establishments;
Large parts of this document are devoted to this experience. It is clear that without this
co-operation the end results would never have been achieved.
Expected Result:  The availability at the PHARE establishments of simulation facilities

supporting further research into and validation of ATM concepts for
EATMS{ XE "EATMS" }.

Beyond doubt, the NLR PD/3 series of experiments have resulted in the availability of
maybe one of the most advanced ATM simulation platforms that can support the fur-
ther validation activities for EATMP (as it is now called).
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS

This document has presented a wide overview of the results and experience of the
NLR PD/3 project. From this overview a concise list of most important recommenda-
tions is derived and presented below. They have been grouped by subject and num-
bered for ease of reference.

8.1. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT ISSUES

R.1: The PD/3 operational concept.
In PHARE the first step has been made to validate the operational concept. For
various reasons this first step has not completely delivered the planned quantita-
tive results. Nevertheless it can be concluded that the PD/3 operational concept
has sufficiently interesting potential to provide the required ATM system capacity.
It is thus recommended that the validation process of this concept is continued
with the ultimate objective to get it (or something derived from it) operational.

R.2: Air Ground Integration.
The focus of air ground integration in PHARE has been on the pilots and the
controllers and their supporting automation systems. The role of the airlines, in
particular the Airline Operations Control (AOC) centres and of the airports, has
not been addressed. It is therefore recommended that future work on air ground
integration takes into account these actors as well.

R.3: The Trajectory Negotiation and co-ordination protocols.
It is recommended that the knowledge and expertise that has been built in de-
veloping the Trajectory negotiation and co-ordination protocols is used to support
a world-wide standardisation of trajectory information (semantics and syntax) for
use in ground-ground, air-ground and possibly air-air information exchange.

R.4: Arrival Management.
The NLR PD/3 experiments have only addressed the topic of advanced Arrival
Management on some elementary issues. Many other issues need to be devel-
oped and integrated with the existing work in order to progress towards possible
operational use of the concept. It is thus recommended that these issues are ex-
plored in close co-ordination with ATM service providers that are interested in
applying this advanced concept.

R.5: Departure Management.
Even though the focus of the NLR PD/3 experiments has been on arrival man-
agement{ XE "arrival management" }, one important lesson is related to depar-
ture management. Where a complex layered planning system, as developed by
PHARE, is aiming at continuous refinement of planning, the disturbances to this
planning should be in the order of magnitude that can be incorporated. The cur-
rent inaccuracies of departure times are at least one order of magnitude larger
than what will be required for en-route traffic planning and even more for arrival
management. It is therefore recommended that work is initiated to investigate
especially how the departure time accuracy can be improved by e.g. the use of
Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control Systems (ASMGCS) and
Departure Management systems.

R.6: Layered Planning.
The work of PHARE has demonstrated that a well-designed layered planning
system can be designed that has the potential to increase system capacity well
above current maximums. PHARE has not explored these ideas completely yet
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and it is therefore recommended that further effort is put in the refinement of the
concept and optimisation of the various planning layers.

R.7: Inter-sector co-ordination.
In a relatively late stage of the project it was decided to introduce the 'co-ordinate
by exception' principle in the concept. This was directly related to the change to
a full use of User Preferred Routing. The indications from the experiments are
that this principle provides a significant contribution to the reduction in workload
per movement. Many human performance elements are however not investi-
gated. This subject deserves some research by itself.

R.8: Frequency Change.
The application of automatic, system-supported change of frequency by using
data-link instructions was very novel in the NLR PD/3 experiments. The mix be-
tween equipped and non-equipped aircraft meant that for some aircraft the con-
ventional methods applied whereas for others a new method should be used to
change frequency. The effects that this has on the situational awareness of the
air traffic controllers have not been studied. It can be expected that such a con-
cept will receive strong resistance when introduced in operational practice. There
is a strong expectation however that the workload and R/T load involved in sec-
tor hand-overs will have to be reduced in the future. It is hence recommended
that additional research is defined to investigate this concept in detail.

8.2. VALIDATION

R.9: Validation methodology.
The validation methodology that evolved over the duration of the PHARE pro-
gramme has certainly not matured yet. What is especially missing is the integra-
tion of the various ‘cases’ in an overall validation strategy. Much attention has
been spent on the definition and conduct of real time simulations, and with good
reason. It is recommended nevertheless that safety cases, Cost Benefit Analy-
ses, real-time and fast-time simulation studies and other modelling techniques
are combined in a complete validation methodology that allows to converge rap-
idly to a design that meets the defined operational requirements.

R.10: Metrics.
An important lesson from the PHARE series of demonstrations is that comparing
different experiments is difficult, if not impossible. An important problem is that
the input, the processing and the output of these experiments can not easily be
expressed in standardised quantities. It is consequently recommended to define
standardised metrics for the quantification of traffic demand, ATM system proc-
essing and ATM system performance. These metrics need to be defined also for
target objectives like capacity, safety, efficiency, accessibility, economy etc.

R.11: Baseline.
It is considered very inefficient to have to run experiments with a baseline for
every experiment. If it is possible to define the various metrics as is recom-
mended above, they can also be used to quantify the demand on, the processing
by and the performance of the current operational ATM systems. This data
needs to be stored as a baseline reference in a validation repository so that all
future experiments can reference to it.

R.12: Validation Tools.
In support of the overall validation strategy that is recommended above, it will
also likely be required to adapt various existing validation tools to make use of
the standardised metrics.
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8.3. LARGE SCALE REAL TIME SIMULATIONS

R.13: The use of real aircraft and flight simulators.
Demonstrating the feasibility of the PHARE concepts by linking live aircraft,
equipped with data-link and 4D (E)FMS, to real time ATC simulators is consid-
ered as close as it gets to the final proof of concept feasibility. It is recommended
however that in the future these kind of live demonstrations are separated from
controlled and measured experiments. Live aircraft trials are almost by definition
not ‘controlled’ due to the interaction with real ATC and other traffic. If a very re-
alistic, yet ‘controlled’, representation of interaction with a pilot is required for the
objective of an experiment, it is recommended that a moving base flight simulator
is coupled to the ATC simulator.

R.14: Coupling of real time simulation facilities.
The operation of coupled large-scale real-time simulation facilities is very com-
plex, even if the facilities are located within one company. Coupling facilities over
a long distance even further increases the complexity. It is therefore recom-
mended that in the future coupling of facilities is only considered if there is a
clear requirement based on the objective(s) of the experiment.

R.15: Simulation scale.
The scale of system operations that is impacted by a new operational concept is
a determining factor for the size of the simulation environment that is required to
evaluate the concept. Especially for real time simulations, which are very costly
and time consuming, it is recommended that sufficient study is performed in ad-
vance to determine the required simulation size. This can be done by using other
models and fast time simulations.

R.16: Training.
In PD/3 the training of air traffic controllers and pilots has received significant ef-
fort. Nevertheless comments were received that there was insufficient training. It
is therefore recommended that in future projects of similar nature even more ef-
fort is spent on training. It is also recommended that the training of the simulation
exercise staff is not underestimated.

8.4. PUBLIC RELATIONS.

R.17: The role of Public Relations.
Bringing the achievements of the PHARE programme to the attention of the ATM
audience is very important. Despite the limitations of the performed activities
there is too much valuable information that should not be lost. It is thus recom-
mended that PHARE results are presented at major international conferences
and exhibitions.
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When they make the wrong decision
There will be a disastrous collision

And I wonder how they dare
To take responsibility for the air

Airplanes play in economics an important role
And flying requires a lot of control
These guys here have that power

They lead the way from the traffic tower

Every time a plane comes in at Schiphol

They pretend it is not dangerous at all
I don’t know where they that courage found

To talk it to the ground

They’re doing it because they care
For safety in the wide, blue air

They can deal with every flying fool
Because they learnt how to stay cool

But why are they called all the same?
“Roger” always is their name…

(This poem was written by Jacob, the poet of Pasta é Basta in Amsterdam on 26th of May, 1998)
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10. GLOSSARY, LIST OF ACRONYMS

3D 3-dimensional
4D 4-dimensional
ACC Area Control Centre
ADFL Augmented Dynamic Flight Leg

ADS Automatic Dependent Surveillance
AHMI Airborne Human Machine Interface
AM Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" }
AMD Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" } Display

AOC Airline Operations Control

API Application Program Interface
ARR Arrival
ASMGCS Advanced Surface Movement Guidance and Control System
ASTF Air Server Task Force
ATC Air Traffic Control

ATCo Air Traffic Controller
ATFM Air Traffic Flow Management
ATM Air Traffic Management
ATS Air Traffic Server
ATS Air Traffic Services

BADA Base of Aircraft Data
BaseAM Baseline Organisation Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" }
BaseAMD Baseline Organisation Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" } Dis-

play
Blipio NARSIM BlipDriver I/O Server
C/S Client/Server
CAER Computer Assistance for En-Route ATC

CDM Collaborative Decision Making
CENA Centre d'études de la navigation aérienne (France)
CFMU Central Flow Management Unit
CMS{ XE "CMS" } Common Modular Simulator

CNS Communication / Navigation / Surveillance

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture
CP Conflict Probe{ XE "PATS:Conflict Probe" }

CPDLC Controller Pilot Data-link Communications
CPU Central Processing Unit
CRD Conflict Risk Display

CT Co-operative Tools
CZW Conflict Zoom Window
DCT Demonstrators Co-ordination team
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DERA Defence Evaluation and Research Agency
DL NARSIM Data-link Server
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (Germany)
DM Departure Manager

DPP Demonstration Project Plan
DPTF Data Preparation Task Force
EATCHIP European ATC Harmonisation and Integration Programme
EATMP European ATM Programme
EATMS European ATM System

EEC EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre
EF Entry Fix
ELW Extended Label Window
ER En-Route
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival

ETMA Extended TMA
FAC Facility Specification
FC Feeder Controller
FL Flight Level
FMS Flight Management System
FPM Flight Path Monitor{ XE "PATS:Flight Path Monitor" }

GHMI DT GHMI Design Team
GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } Ground Human Machine Interface

GSNA Ground-Supported Navigation Advisory
HAW Horizontal Aid Window
HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" } Highly-Interactive Problem

Solver

I/O Input / Output
IFP Initial Flight Plan
ILS Instrument Landing System
IOCP{ XE "IOCP" } Internal Operational Clarification Project

ISA Individual Self-Assessment

ISTF Inter-site Simulation Task Force
MF Metering Fix
MTO CMS{ XE "CMS" } Meteo
NARSIM{ XE "NARSIM" } NLR Air Traffic Control Research Simulator

NATS National Air Traffic Services (UK)

NLR Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium (the Netherlands)
NM Nautical Mile
NM Negotiation Manager
OPP Outline Project Plan
OTF Operational Task Force{ XE "PATS:Negotiation Manager" }
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PATN{ XE "PATN" } PHARE Aeronautical Telecommunications Network

PATs PHARE Advanced Tools
PC Planner Controller
PCC PHARE Co-ordination Committee
PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } PHARE Demonstration 1

PD/1+ PHARE Demonstration 1 first follow-on study
PD/1++ PHARE Demonstration 1 second follow-on study
PD/2{ XE "PD/2" } PHARE Demonstration 2

PD/3 CT PHARE Demonstration 3 Continuation Trial

PD/3 PHARE Demonstration 3
PD3CG PD/3 Co-ordination Group
PD3EG PD/3 Executive Group
PHARE Programme for Harmonised Air Traffic Management Research in

EUROCONTROL
PMB PHARE Management Board

PPM PHARE Programme Manager
PR Position Reporting
PRT PHARE Review Team
PTS Problem Tracking System
R/T Radio/Telephone

RPC Remote Procedure Call
RPVD Radar Plan View Display
RVSM Reduced Vertical Separation Minima
SC Stack Controller
SID Standard Instrument Departure
SIL Sector Inbound List

SP Sequence Planner
SPL System Flight Plan
STA Scheduled Time of Arrival
STAR Standard Arrival Route
STCA Short-Term Conflict Alert

TC Tactical Controller
TEPS Trajectory Editor and Problem Solver
TLS Tactical Load Smoother
TMA Terminal Manoeuvring Area
TN Trajectory Negotiation

TOS Traffic Orientation Scheme
TP Trajectory Predictor{ XE "PATS:Trajectory Predictor" }

TST Trajectory Support Tool
UPR User Preferred Routing
VAW Vertical Aid Window
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VVD Vertical View Display
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12. ANNEXES

ANNEX A LESSONS LEARNT

A.1. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

During the project lifetime of five years a significant amount of time has been spent on
discussing aspects of the PD/3 advanced operational concept. The in-depth under-
standing of this concept has therefore increased significantly since the beginning. In
fact a lot more is probably known than what can be described in a document like this.
A number of important lessons can be learnt especially about the PD/3 operational de-
velopments.
The first set of lessons is related to the process through which the PD/3 operational
concepts were developed (see Figure 6).
In their fourth co-ordination group meeting the PD/3 project leaders recognised the
need for the outline operational concept description to be further detailed. Therefore
they set-up the Operational Task Force. Each of the PD/3 establishments had one or
two representatives in this group, with a mixture of operational and analytical/technical
experience. The PD/3 OTF was however not supposed to start developments of a new
concept. Much more it was supposed to take the PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } and PD/2{ XE
"PD/2" } concepts and build onto that. The first lesson is that more in depth knowledge
should have been gathered from PD/1 and PD/2. Reading the PD/1 and PD/2 opera-
tional specification documents was not enough. It would have been ideal if PD/3 OTF
members could have participated for a short while in PD/1 and PD/2.
The second lesson is that a closer interaction should have taken place between the
OTF and the developers of the various PATs tools and people from other PHARE
projects. This only really occurred near the end of the project when the OTF and the
PD/3 GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } Design Team started to co-operate very closely (see Figure
6). In the light of the very complex task of the PD/3 GHMI DT this was very necessary.
The third and very important lesson is that a lot of work has to be performed to get
from a high-level operational concept description to a detailed specifications on which
you can build a simulation system. One of the problems for PD/3 was not just that this
work was underestimated but that too little effort was available to do it all. The lack of a
consistent and complete methodology to support this kind of activity didn’t make it a lot
easier.
The fourth lesson about the development of the concept is that it is an iterative proc-
ess, which grows together with the simulation system that is supposed to support it. A
complete and thorough understanding of the concept only comes when the simulation
system is able to fully support its operations. Only when this stage is achieved should
one start thinking about organising measured trials to quantify the merits of the con-
cept. At NLR this point was finally achieved in the PD/3 Continuation Trial just before
the system was demonstrated in November 1998. Unfortunately there was no funding
left then to do these measured trials.
The fifth, and not the least important lesson is that the scope in time and space of the
scenario used for the validation exercise needs to match those of the concept which is
being validated. This means that for new Arrival Management concepts, extending in
range of influence up to 200 NM radius, sufficient sectors have to be fully simulated to
cover this range. With the TMA sector being the driving force in Arrival Management, it
has to be sufficiently manned to investigate the subject.
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The second set of lessons is related to the PD/3 operational concepts itself. These
lessons have been organised by subject below.

Figure 6: From Operational Concept to Simulation

A.1.1 General

It is not clear which part of the advanced operational concept contributes to
which extent to the ‘foreseen’ benefits. The objective was anyhow more related
to demonstrating the overall benefits of the PHARE concept.
The concept elements explored by NLR in PD/3 will anyhow require a signifi-
cant change in ‘attitude’ of controllers who may also need to be trained in new
skills.

A.1.2 Advanced Layered Planning

One of the essential ideas of the PHARE concepts is to have a more layered
planning system that finely connects the Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM)
level planning to the control of the aircraft in the sector. For this, a more active
task is given to the sector planner and a new layer is introduced through the
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multi sector planner. In the NLR PD/3 project, the multi-sector planner could
unfortunately not be investigated, so this analysis is limited to the new task of
the sector planner. Even without measured trials the NLR PD/3 demonstrations
have taught that it is possible to perform a more advanced planning function at
sector level that makes it possible to handle more aircraft efficiently through the
sector. The problem with shifting workload and responsibility from the tactical
controller to the planning controller is their teamwork. If the system does not
support both controllers in sharing a common view on the current and future
traffic situation and does not allow the understanding by the tactical controller
of what the planner controller has planned than it will be difficult to achieve the
possible benefits. There will probably be significant training and crew resource
management work associated with further development of this concept into an
operational system.
One of the original topics discussed in the PD/3 OTF was the extent to which
planning can be done in advance without it being overruled by tactical events.
From the NLR PD/3 experience it can be learned that this was probably not the
right question. The role of the tactical controller is mainly to make sure that
flight execution and flight planning are consistent. Very few control actions are
taken that are not related to the planning made by the planner. It is thus more a
question of how much one sector’s planning affects the efficiency of another
sector’s planning. For the en-route sectors this effect is normally minimal since
planning by different sectors is done in separate timeframes. The main problem
exists for the lower airspace ACC planner, whose planning authority overlaps
with that of the Arrival Sequence Planner. On several occasions it was noticed
that both controllers were trying to resolve the same problem at the same time
by modifying the plans of the same or different aircraft. One of them was obvi-
ously wasting his effort.
Due to the special technical set-up of the metering fixes, some situations were
presented to the ACC South planner controller as problems, yet these would
automatically be resolved once the aircraft were frozen in the arrival sequence.
In these circumstances it was clear that planning by the ACC South planner
would not make sense until the aircraft was frozen in the sequence. If the me-
tering fixes could be used as intended this problem should normally not occur.

A.1.3 Arrival Management integration with en-route traffic handling

Of all the implications of 4D arrival management{ XE "arrival management" },
only a few have so far been investigated in NLR’s PD/3 work. The focus has
mainly been on arrival sequencing and the transfer of arrival time constraints to
the en-route flight phase. The work done to date indicates that this implicit in-
teraction between en-route and arrival management leads to a more balanced
stream of traffic into the extended TMA. Even with high traffic loads, there
was hardly ever a need to use stacks to regulate the flow of traffic. The
exact quantified effect on the inbound flow still needs to be assessed though. A
question that also needs to be answered is how to exactly deal with the ETA of
an en-route aircraft and the STA assigned by the Arrival Manager{ XE
"PATS:Arrival Manager" }. If the STA is applied too stringent there is a potential
loss of flexibility for the airline operator to select his optimum flight perform-
ance. If the STA is not stringent enough the effect of early sequencing is mini-
mal and overload problems will occur in the extended TMA. This is probably
where collaborative decision making could be of great use. The airlines and the
ATC service provider could jointly try to achieve an optimum arrival sequence
that meets the airlines’ requirements as well.
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The sequencing rules applied so far in the Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival
Manager" } are basically the minimum wake-vortex separation rules and some
simple runway allocation rules. In future developments of the arrival manager it
should be very interesting to look at more extensive rules.
Also the ability of the tactical controllers to maintain the planned arrival se-
quences was addressed. With many of the potential problems smoothed out by
the arrival sequencing, the TMA tactical controllers seemed capable of deliver-
ing the increased inbound traffic at the runway gate. Again the exact quality still
needs to be assessed.
From the PD/3 exercises it has also been learned that it may be a good start to
first look at the nominal traffic situations. This allows starting to explore how the
concept can handle the non-nominal cases, like e.g. runway closures, signifi-
cant weather etc.  The capability to handle these cases in the end determines
the true quality of the future concept. Validation of the concept is not complete
without assessing these aspects.
As somewhat expected the number of problems to solve in a user preferred
routing traffic environment is less than in the current day fixed route system.
With the current PD/3 system it appears to be possible to handle user preferred
routing till close to the airport. The combination with continuous descents
and nearly unrestricted climb-outs this may prove very advantageous to
the airlines and the environment.
The research done so far was limited to arrival sequences of one large airport.
With the configuration of many large airports closely together in the European
Core area, the next step should be to investigate the interference effects. For
this it would be required to simulate, possibly in fast time, the arrival and de-
parture streams of several of these airports.
The final and probably most important lesson concerning the integration of en-
route and extended TMA traffic handling is that the limiting factor for the
system is likely to be the accuracy of departure times. With the possible
position-time accuracy in the en-route and arrival flight phases in the order of
seconds and meters a departure accuracy in the order of minutes will create a
problem. In the layered planning system the inaccuracies/variations that are
being dealt with should decrease when the remaining time between planning
and execution decreases. The PD/3 concept can easily achieve this for the en-
route and arrival phases. For the departure phase much depends on the pre-
departure handling of the aircraft. If the layered planning for this phase is dis-
rupted by a too high departure time inaccuracy it reduces the effectiveness of
the concept.

A.1.4 Air Ground Negotiation

The process of negotiating trajectories between the aircraft and the ground
system has matured significantly since the beginning of PHARE. A number of
lessons have been learned from this evolution. The most important ones are
presented below.
First of all there is a significant difference between what the air traffic controller
experiences of a negotiation process and what the system has to do to support
it. For the controller the negotiation process is not an objective in itself, it is
not a task for him to perform trajectory negotiation.  It is a facilitating element of
the task of planning a flight through the sector. The Negotiation Manager{ XE
"PATS:Negotiation Manager" } tool supports this task by initiating ground-
ground co-ordination and/or air-ground negotiation when necessary. The con-
troller can even work on multiple planning tasks without having to wait for a ne-
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gotiation process to be completed. If an aircraft links a trajectory down which
meets the constraints defined by the controller and which does not create a
conflict, the NM will automatically activate this as the new active trajectory.

Figure 7: An example of the GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } for the PD/3 CT advanced
concept

A second lesson that the trials and demonstrations done so far have taught us
is that sufficient performance of data-link sub-networks may be crucial for
this concept to work. However the whole idea of exchanging constraints and
trajectories would need a separate study as well. Not only should it be possible
to strongly reduce the amount of data that is exchanged over the air-ground
data-link, but the current implementation far too much depends on the avail-
ability of the same trajectory generator on both sides. If this concept of negotia-
tion has to be made operational in the future, a detailed study should be initi-
ated soon to investigate a protocol, with the associated data definitions, that
allows the use of a variety of trajectory generators from various suppliers, both
on the ground side and on the airborne side. An interesting option to study
would be to see if for every flight the airline operator could send a trajectory
generation agent to the ATC system. This agent would generate a preferred
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trajectory for the particular flight on the basis of the constraints from the ATC
system. Multiple copies of this agent would be sent to all the ATC centres that
will handle the flight. This approach would allow maximum consistency be-
tween air and ground trajectory generations, without the need to define a stan-
dard data-link data definition for the exchange of trajectory data. Confidentiality
of company information related to the airline preferred trajectories would also
be guaranteed.
The third lesson is related to the number and type of trajectory negotiation cy-
cles that will be performed during an average flight. From the set-up of the
PHARE demonstrations it is very difficult to assess how often the cockpit crew
is likely to initiate a trajectory negotiation in order to re-plan the flight. The
pseudo-pilots do not have the functionality or the data available to do this. Only
the crew of a live aircraft or of a flight simulator would be able to initiate a ne-
gotiation. The same is true for the number of times that the cockpit crew would
decide to down-link a trajectory that does not meet the constraints defined by
the air traffic controller. For these cases, too few flight hours with flight simula-
tors or live aircraft have been made. These are however important issues for
the feasibility of the concept, which need to be further assessed.

A.1.5 Ground-Ground Co-ordination and sector hand-over

As with air-ground negotiation, ground-ground co-ordination is not a task in it-
self. It can be part of the task to (re-)plan a flight through a sector. From the
experiments performed in PD/3 the lesson learnt has been that co-ordination
should be limited to the absolute minimum.
In order to minimise the workload involved with co-ordination, it is essential that
both parties work on the same picture of the situation. This prevents misunder-
standings and allows for the quickest completion. In PHARE the co-ordination
is therefore supported by the exchange of trajectory (planning) information
between the controllers.
An important evolution that has been made between PD/1{ XE "PD/1" } and
PD/3 concerning the co-ordination is related to the entry/exit conditions of the
sector. In PD/1 the system was based on the current use of the route network
and the use of ‘fixed’ sector entry and exit conditions. Any change in these
conditions due to a re-planning of a flight needed to be co-ordinated with the
adjacent sector. It was learned that this required a significant amount of effort
from the controllers. In NLR’s PD/3 Continuation Trial, the conventional route
network was abandoned. And with it the use of co-ordinated sector entry and
exit conditions. Any flight can be planned to enter a sector at any position and
level as long as it does not create a (planning) conflict. It is assumed that con-
trollers in the adjacent sectors use standard controlling practices and that the
system will detect any potential conflict that is created by re-planning an air-
craft. It is thus possible to ‘co-ordinate by exception’.  From the NLR PD/3 CT
demonstrations it was learned that this is a feasible concept element that al-
lows to greatly reduce the effort involved in co-ordination.
Another interesting element of the concept explored in NLR’s PD/3 CT demon-
stration was the silent hand-over of equipped flights from one sector to the
next. Although insufficient measurements are available to draw clear conclu-
sions, the feedback from the participating controllers seems to indicate that this
element of the concept helps significantly to reduce workload. It also seemed
quite feasible to work in an environment where there is no need to say ‘hello’
and ‘goodbye’ to every aircraft going to the sector. The exact benefits and the
potential drawbacks would still need to be investigated in more detail.
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A.1.6 Conflict Detection and Resolution

In order to extend the planning horizon of the air traffic control process the
system will have to support ATCOs in detecting conflicts in the planning. Simi-
lar to current day systems it is required that such a function not only detects all
conflicts but also should not give too many false conflicts. With the existence of
more than one conflict detection function in the PD/3 system, consistency be-
tween the various functions is another strong requirement. The lesson so far is
that the HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" }/TEPS, the CT,
the CP and the STCA are not consistent enough.
Nevertheless, the PD/3 system demonstrates the possibility to extend the plan-
ning horizon and resolve most planning conflicts well before they would occur.
This early de-conflicting and management of the traffic appears to lead to
the desired capability to be able to handle more traffic in an efficient way.
With the number of planning actions being performed in the various sectors
and by the arrival and departure manager tools, a high demand is placed on
the conflict detection function to respond rapidly to a large number of requests.
This even led NLR to implement multiple Conflict Probe{ XE "PATS:Conflict
Probe" } instantiations to spread the load and decrease the average response
times.
The HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" } tool supports conflict
resolution in PD/3 at NLR, where it is now integrated in the RPVD. The tool
does not give conflict resolutions but visualises the traffic situation in a way that
allows the ATCo to easily design a resolution for the problem. Since this allows
the controller to stay in the decision-making role, this is an important strength of
the concept. On the other hand the current implementation and visualisation
are very much focussed on the controller creating one particular solution that
has to be accepted by the aircraft. It may be more desirable if the system would
allow the controller to design ‘a solution space’ that is more open for the cockpit
crew to design their optimal solution. In the future we may even see some role
for Airlines Operations Control in this (think of Collaborative Decision Making -
CDM). Again it is clear that a lot more work could be done to investigate this
topic into great depth.

A.1.7 Routing and sectorisation

After the experience of the PD/1{ XE "PD/1" }++ trials with user preferred rout-
ing (UPR) and larger sectors, it was finally decided for the NLR PD/3 CT dem-
onstrations to apply user preferred routing as well. Whereas the PD/1++ trials
limited UPR to the upper airspace, the NLR PD/3 CT tried to apply it as much
as possible. The objective was to reduce the number of predefined trajectory
constraints as much as possible. SIDs were reduced to the absolute minimum
and the STARs were also changed to eliminate as many route and altitude
constraints as possible. The sectorisation was not changed since a simple so-
lution like the merging of two sectors was not possible and there was insuffi-
cient effort available to redesign the whole simulated airspace.
It was learnt that the introduction of User Preferred Routing significantly
reduced the number of potential conflicts. The conflict configurations
changed however. The PD/3 system nevertheless made it possible for the
controllers to deal with these new configurations. Having achieved only a lim-
ited number of hours of practical experience with this advanced concept, it is
still probably safe to assume that even in an UPR environment certain traffic
patterns will develop and certain traffic situations will be repeated much like in
today’s operations.
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A.1.8 RVSM

The introduction of RVSM in the PD/3 CT demonstration was also one of the
late decisions. The limited number of simulations with the advanced PD/3 con-
cept does not really allow a complete assessment of RVSM in this context. The
extra flight levels created by RVSM definitely appeared to contribute to the per-
ceived increase in system capacity. The quantified contribution is not known.
With RVSM being applied in the complete simulated airspace, there were no
problems with interfacing to non-RVSM airspace.

A.1.9 HMI, Automation and Situational awareness

A historical lesson is that if automation is not able to easily support the logic of
the controller, he will have to adapt to the logic of the system. Even though
humans are very capable of doing exactly this, it is not a desirable way to go.
Consequently, if the mental workload of a controller is to be reduced, the logic
of the system often has to be very advanced so as to offer a simple interface to
perform complex functions that match the human logic. Only when this has
been achieved is automation serving the human in stead of the other way
around. In PD/3, this has been achieved only to a certain extent. The function-
ality offered by the system is often not complete enough to allow the human
operators to perform all the tasks they want. In order to use the system opera-
tionally, the controllers will still have to know a great deal about the logic of the
system. Still, it is felt that the system demonstrates the essence of the concept
and the intended automated system support.
Many discussions took place in the beginning of the PD/3 project concerning
the (loss of) situational awareness of the controllers. Also participating control-
lers often brought this point up for discussion. A lesson that can be learnt from
the various exercises and the gradual development of the concept is that situ-
ational awareness moves to a different level with the PD/3 system. Much more
than ‘controlling’ traffic, the ATCOs are now ‘managing’ traffic. This
changes the scope of the information that they need to fulfil this job. Rather
than on details the focus is much more on the essential issues.

A.1.10 Trust

Similar to today’s ATC systems, ATCOs will have to trust the functionality
that the system provides. Even though it is required to stay alert for system
malfunctions, a significant amount of trust has to be given to the system. If this
is not done, the controllers create extra workload for themselves by constantly
verifying information that the system is giving them. That will never allow them
to handle more traffic. The NLR PD/3 demonstrations have shown that this
trust needs to be gained by the system. With the appropriate training and suffi-
cient time to use the system many of the participating controllers understood
how much more traffic they could handle when applying the advanced PD/3
concept.

A.2. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS

When discussing the PD/3 system development and the lessons learnt two viewing
angles can be identified. The first one deals with the process that was followed and the
second one with the resulting system. These two issues will be presented in the fol-
lowing sections
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A.2.1 System development process

PD/3 was based on a long and difficult system development process. Almost
inherent to the research nature of the project, the specifications for the system
were therefore never complete. It was learnt that every platform has its own
operating concept. This should be defined clearly at the start of the project to
eliminate confusion. Often the system integration team now had to make as-
sumptions and decisions along the way. It is a very particular problem to keep
track of these decisions.
The deliveries of software components by other PHARE projects were usually
late, and normally didn’t exactly do what they were expected to do. Again this
was partly the result of incomplete specifications. As a consequence the sys-
tem integration process had to be continuously adapted to the available soft-
ware. Once a basic system was running however, work became easier. By this
time also the ability to run multiple instances of the NARSIM simulator during
development proved very useful. Every developer could develop and test on
his own version before committing new software to the central repository. In
contrast to some other simulation environments it would take only around five
minutes to start-up a simulation session. This allowed for a rapid turn around
during testing and integration. The fact that the simulator hardware was avail-
able full time played an important role as well in the progress of the integration
process.
In many cases it proved useful to have the developer of some externally devel-
oped software present at the NLR integration site. The developer could get a
better understanding of the environment in which his software had to work and
could provide information that was usually not available from the written docu-
mentation.
The integration process itself mainly consisted of applying a lot of 'glue' soft-
ware to make all components work together as one system. Since the human
operator of any automated system requires a consistent and complete interface
to interact with, the GHMI{ XE "GHMI" } proved to be the final glue of the sys-
tem.
However much disputed the common APIs may have been, the most important
point was that they need to be stable and well controlled. Now that APIs exist,
one should not start from scratch to define APIs for an ATM simulation envi-
ronment.
Due to its immense complexity it was nearly impossible to test every part of the
PD/3 system individually. In case of a research project like PD/3 this is also not
economically feasible. The ultimate test of the system is then to operate it in
line with the operational concept. It can be concluded that tests with operational
controllers need to be scheduled as early as possible in the project, but only
when the system is mature enough. It should also be expected that from these
tests on there is a continuous refinement process of the system to eliminate all
the bugs and inconsistencies.
A prerequisite for the successful completion of a system development process
like that for PD/3 is the support of a good team that is fully committed to com-
plete the job. The team preferably needs to be full time available and have a
good coverage of all aspects related to complex ATM systems.
One of the most important lessons learnt is that the required work for system
development is nearly always twice what is expected, even if this rule is taken
into account. Still it is no problem to be somewhat ambitious in the beginning
as long as there is a willingness to cut down when necessary.
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A.2.2 Tools

The ground Trajectory Predictor{ XE "PATS:Trajectory Predictor" } (TP) is the
heart of the system, together with the system plan server. It has become clear
that the choice of using the EFMS TP as the basis for the PATs TP was far
from optimal. The requirements for a ground TP are quite different, especially
when it concerns performance and accuracy. The use of multiple instances of
the TP worked quite well to reduce performance problems but can never make
the system faster than any individual TP. One problem of the TP, that origi-
nates directly from the EFMS, is the strict requirement that a flight has to enter
the TMA at a defined Metering Fix, which is also the beginning of the STAR. In
the User Preferred Routing environment of PD/3 this is an unnecessary restric-
tion.
Also for the Conflict Probe{ XE "PATS:Conflict Probe" } (CP) performance
proved to be a critical issue.
The Ground Supported Navigation (GSN) function of the Flight Path Monitor{
XE "PATS:Flight Path Monitor" } was not really used. The main cause was
probably the lack of a clear operational objective for it. Also the implementation
may not have been fully tuned to the circumstances. Another problem for the
FPM was that it was often not clear what the nature of a detected deviation
was.
The Arrival Manager{ XE "PATS:Arrival Manager" } is clearly a first step to-
wards a full version. Significant effort still has to be spent on completing the
rule base for runway allocation and scheduling. Also the interaction options and
configurability has to be improved.
The Negotiation Manager{ XE "PATS:Negotiation Manager" } has matured a lot
in PD/3. One area that has not been covered yet is the interaction between
different NMs in different centres.
Also the HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" } has considera-
bly improved in PD/3. On one side the integration with the radar display can be
considered a positive development. On the other side the increased compati-
bility with the TP prediction logic has significantly improved usability. One area
which requires additional work is the presentation of conflict and no-go zones.
Some bugs prevent areas to be displayed every now and then. The applicabil-
ity of the HIPS{ XE "PATS:Highly Interactive Problem Solver" } in the TMA en-
vironment is still uncertain. It was certainly not designed for it and may need
specific adjustments.
For more details about the PHARE tools the reader is referred to [32].

A.2.3 NARSIM C/S Middleware and simulation system

The NARSIM C/S middleware has proven its value in the PD/3 project. Not only
did it provide a stable platform, it also proved to be highly scalable and easily
usable. The turn around time for testing system modifications was short. The
compactness of the APIs made the software easy to learn for new system de-
velopers that started during the project

A.3. TRIAL ORGANISATION

The organisation and conduct of the large scale real time simulations in PD/3 has re-
sulted in many lessons learnt.
One of the main problems in organising real time ATC simulations is that one needs air
traffic controllers to participate. They are however a scarce commodity. Most ATC or-
ganisations are understaffed. This means that certainly in peak traffic periods, like the
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summer holidays, they will not be able to make staff available for participation in re-
search simulations. As a consequence the options for planning simulation schedules
are very limited.
When overlooking the PD/3 history it can also be seen that initially the estimates for
the number of required controllers was too low. In the end more controllers were re-
quired because the scale of some simulations was larger in order to allow for a realistic
assessment of the concept. The initial lack of experience with these large scale re-
search simulations and the lacking definition of the validation set-up can be pointed out
as main contributors to this problem.
The participating controllers (and pilots) were always highly interested in the experi-
ments. It is therefore important to make maximum use of their willing contribution.
They should be involved as much as possible in the whole experiment and not be
treated as 'outsiders'.
Apart form the effort involved in organising the controller participation a significant ef-
fort should be expected for the whole scripting of the simulations. At NLR, the final
simulations involved fourteen controllers, fourteen pilots and some ten simulation staff
members. Then there were around 30 visitors each demonstration day. In order to
have a well organised daily schedule everyone needs to know exactly what is ex-
pected of him or her. The right simulation has to start at the right moment, every par-
ticipating controller and pilot has to be present on the right position, various data col-
lection systems have to be controlled, trainers/observers have to be in at the right
place at the right time, etceteras. It is a lot of work!
There is a lesson to be learned for the probably most difficult question of when to start
to plan en experiment. The best advice is presumably not to plan an experiment before
the simulation system is completely tested. With the long lead-time for organising air
traffic controllers and other aspects of a real time simulation, this will result however in
a large gap between system tests and simulations, which is often costly. The challenge
is therefore to find an earlier point in the project planning where sufficient confidence in
the availability of the simulation system can be found. An important lesson from the
NLR PD/3 case is that after this point you should not be dependent anymore on deliv-
eries from external partners.


